
Using a simple but effective psychometric analysis, 
your answers have indicated a particular behavioural 
type.  As you read this mini profile, consider it a 
starting point, rather than a box to which you are 
restricted.

As business owners and leaders, Enthusiasts like you are 
classic extraverts.  You seek out situations where you can 
build relationships and contacts.  Adept at charming 
others, you have a large and active network. Mostly 
optimistic you will tend to assume the best in people and 
situations – not always accurately.

Often a little louder than most, you will make yourself 
heard one way or another – and use your verbal agility to 
convince anyone of anything!  

At work you can come up with sudden brilliant ideas. 
Curious about others and easily distracted, you might not 
be the best at finishing one thing before starting another. 
You will, however, promote yourself and your opinions 
strongly. When all is going well, you are a ray of sunshine 
and seek to be everyone’s friend.

Enthusiasts want to have fun: If it’s not 
enjoyable you tend to move on to something more 
interesting. You will want to please everyone – but, 
because Enthusiasts love praise and validation, you might 
be a little needy in your expectation of approval.  You like 
‘whistles and bells’ as incentives and you want to share 
your audacious goals with other dreamers!

The psychologist says: Enthusiasts combine 
Extraversion and Feeling to constantly let the world know 
how it is for them.  Their opposite type is the ANALYSER.

You’re a Enthusiast
“Can I have a go?”

Enthusiasts as business owners 
or leaders
Needs: to connect and be accepted.

Influences with: ‘seduction’ and flattery.

Overplayed traits: from energetic to frantic; from 
persuasive to manipulative; from creative to chaotic.

Avoids or fears: being left out; too much  
detail; isolation.

Development options: follow up;  project 
completion; time management; considered reflection.

Your perfect fit 
personality report  
has arrived



Positive: Enthusiasts are naturally cheerful and free-
spirited.  You will tend to try anything once and can be 
infectiously exciting.  You lead by positivity, celebrating 
achievements, and making work an enjoyable experience 
for everyone – and by teaming up wherever possible.

Challenge: Enthusiasts can be hard to pin down.  
Some may find your fun-loving style a little flippant 
or even unprofessional.  You may tend to jump to 
conclusions (often favourable ones) without checking on 
the facts or risk factors.

Advice from an Enthusiast: Be my friend; 
tell me what you like about me.  Listen to my stories 
and laugh in the right places!  Whilst I love you being 
around don’t lean on me too heavily or try to pin me 
down.  Entertain me – and expect a hug as I show my 
appreciation for you

Do you recognise yourself? 
This profile offers an opportunity to understand ourselves 
and our business decisions better.  However, a profile 
cannot define you; it simply describes your possible 
behaviour preferences.

Many of our clients find these mini profiles (based on 
Jungian psychology) to be fairly accurate.  However, 
reflect on those elements in the text with which you 
disagree and check with someone who knows you well.  
Could it be a blind spot for you?

At Castle, we understand that it takes ALL types to 
run a business – and no one type is better or worse 
than another.  Just different approaches.

We will work with YOUR preferences whenever you  
are ready to talk.

Stuart Stepney
stuart.stepney@castlecf.com

Victoria Ansell
victoria.ansell@castlecf.com

It takes one to  
know one.
Castle is an independent, owner managed 
business. We are a well-connected, highly 
experienced and award winning specialist 
corporate finance firm advising owner-
managers across the UK, looking to buy,  
sell, or grow their businesses.

Get in touch
For more information and to discuss your  
own requirements and aspirations, please 
don’t hesitate to give us a call us on  
01732 400 123 or email us.
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